Realization of the prosecutors power’s in pre-trial investigation in
criminal proceedings of Ukraine and Poland
According to part 2 of the article 36 CPC of Ukraine1 the prosecutor
supervises the abidance of laws during the pre-trial investigation in the form of
procedural management of pre-trial investigation. Not going back to the discussion
about the correlation between supervision and procedural management, in this
research we shall distinguish two independent functions of the prosecutor in the
criminal proceedings of Ukraine - procedural management of pre-trial investigation
and supervision of pre-trial investigation.
Unlike the law of Ukraine, the Law of Poland "On Prosecution" as well as
polish criminal procedural legislation fixe the key role of the prosecutor during
pre-trial investigation. In particular, the participation of the prosecutor in the pretrial investigation is possible in two forms:
1) prosecutor conducts pre-trial investigation independently;
2) prosecutor supervises the pre-trial investigation conducted by another
authorized body (part 1 of Art. 3 of the Law of Poland "On Prosecution")2.
In its turn, the pre-trial investigation in Poland can be conducted in two
forms: investigation or inquiry. As a general rule the prosecutor performs his own
preliminary investigation in the form of investigation. In this case he launches
investigation, passes all major decisions (except those that require the approval of
the court) and conducts procedural actions independently, approves the indictment
and handles it to the court, etc. Such prosecutor’s activity by its nature
substantially differs from the supervision of the pre-trial investigation, conducted
by another body. Conducting his own investigation, the prosecutor appears to be de
facto not procedural manager, but investigator. His powers in this case are defraud
of leading character, as there is anyone to guide.
Elements of procedural management can exist only when the prosecutor
entrusts investigation fully or in part, or conduct of certain procedural actions to
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police (§ 2 art. 311 CCP of Poland). So the police will carry out this order, and the
prosecutor will supervise its actions. The decision on the part in which the
prosecutor shall entrust the investigation to the police, depends on the
circumstances

prevailing

at

a

particular

stage

of

the

investigation3.

Having found a violation of the law, the prosecutor shall promptly take measures
to eliminate them. To do this, the prosecutor uses the following forms of his
powers realization.
1. Introduction of information to the Unified Register of pre-trial
investigations (URPTI).
It should be noted that this form of the prosecutor reaction belongs to the
fundamental functions of the prosecutor as for the implementation of his obligation
to conduct prosecution on the pre-trial stage of criminal proceedings. According to
Ukrainian legislation, the prosecutor is authorized to commence pre-trial
investigation on the grounds provided by law (art. 36 of the CPC of Ukraine).
According to § 3 art. 305 of CPC of Poland, the prosecutor issues a decree on the
beginning of the investigation4. Promulgation of this decision is the prerogative of
the prosecutor only. The decision describes an act and its legal qualification.
Resolution on refusal to start investigation or the termination of the investigation is
issued by the prosecutor or the police. Hereby the decrees issued by the police, are
asserted by the prosecutor. This approval has in fact a preventive nature. Thus the
prosecutor controls the police, and if necessary eliminates the violations.
Criminal procedural legislation of Poland fixes the obligation of everyone
who became aware of a criminal offense, to inform on this fact the prosecutor or
the police. Police should immediately inform the prosecutor about the received
data on commission of the crime in respect of which the investigation should be
carried out. This will allow the public prosecutor to begin the investigation as soon
as possible if the grounds for this exists, to prevent violations of the law and
eliminate those already existing.
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Immediately after the beginning of the preliminary investigation the
prosecutor shall compile depending on what is needed investigation plan or plan of
inquiry, especially in complex cases and serious crimes cases. In the event new
circumstances arise a plan should be improved.
2. Written instructions and orders of the prosecutor (p. 2 сh. 4 art. 36 of
CPC).
Prosecutor’s instructions are not a new phenomenon in the criminal process
of Ukraine. In the CPC of 1960 it was envisaged that the prosecutor, exercising
supervision over the implementation of laws by bodies of inquiry and
investigation, within his competence gives written instructions on the investigation
of crimes, on the election, modification or cancellation of the preventive measures,
crime qualification, carrying out of separate investigations and detection of persons
who have committed crimes, including the extradition of the person.
Even in Soviet times it was considered as necessary to have all written
instructions of the prosecutor to be entered upon the record. Under such
circumstances, from the records it can be seen on the one hand whether the
instructions of the prosecutor are reasonable and appropriate, and on the other –
whether the investigator regarded those instructions with due thoroughness and
whether he fulfilled them in full5.
According to cl.11.2.2 of the Instruction on the record keeping in the
prosecution office6, copies of the written instructions of the prosecutor shall be
filed into the supervisory proceedings, instituted for criminal proceedings.
As to the content and structure of written instructions of the prosecutor, it is
not settled in the legislation. In the scientific literature it is believed that there shall
be the same requirements to the instructions of the prosecutor as to the resolutions
of the prosecutor. Every prosecutor’s instruction on any issue should be lawful,
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reasonable and reasoned7. Based on the above statement, the instructions as well as
decisions shall specify the place and time of issue; name, surname, position of the
person issuing written instructions; circumstances which are grounds for
instructions issuing, motivation, motivation grounds and a link to the CPC of
Ukraine; purport of instructions; place and time of execution, person who shall
execute instructions, possibility and procedure of appeal.
In our opinion, prosecutor’s instructions shall be issued on the
prosecutor office letterhead with the signature of the procedural manager and
consist of three parts: introduction, motivation and resolution. Introduction
should indicate the place and time of the publication of written instructions, a
person to whom it is addressed the instructions, indicate the number of criminal
proceeding and legal qualifications.
As to the motivation of written instructions, we consider that it is the same
for all written instructions and its content follows the objectives of the prosecutor’s
tasks as a procedural manager and general tasks of criminal proceeding. All
instructions shall be issued under the provisions of art. 36 of the CPC of Ukraine
for comprehensive, complete and objective investigation of all circumstances of
criminal offense and passing of legitimate and reasonable decision on criminal
proceeding.
The resolute part of the prosecutor’s instructions - is actually the essence of
the adopted procedural decisions. This is a list of specific actions that should be
performed by the addressee. It is important to state reasonable time to perform the
instructions.
V.M. Sawicki reasonably notes that the prosecutor’s instructions differ from
its decisions (resolutions) by the fact that they foresee the executor. Being legal
facts they breed certain procedural relationships between prosecutor and
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investigator. Instructions may be issued only to eliminate violations of the law and
should in no way interfere in the sphere of investigator procedural independence8.
Written prosecutor’s instructions - is a written document which defines
prosecutor’s instructions to investigator obligatory investigative (detective)
actions, undercover investigative (detective) actions and other procedural and
organizational actions.
The prosecutor gives instructions on the investigation of criminal offenses;
on the choosing, change or repeal of the secure measures in criminal proceedings;
on qualification of criminal offenses; on conduct of certain investigative
(detective) or undercover investigative (detective) actions; on allocation or
allotment of criminal proceedings; on detection of persons who have committed a
criminal offense, etc.
It is necessary to clarify the legal nature of orders and to distinguish them
from the instructions. Modern Ukrainian Language Dictionary defines the order as:
1) action of entrust; deed assigned to anyone; task; 2) a document that gives
someone else the right to act on behalf of the person issuing the document; power
of attorney. The word "to order" shall be interpreted as to impose on someone
performing of something9.
Also it is necessary to analyze the provisions of the CPC of Ukraine, which
refers to the prosecutor’s orders to investigator. Such articles are not rare, while
written instructions are mentioned only in art. of the 36 CPC of Ukraine, but then
the Code doesn’t set specific instances of instructions issuance.
In particular, CPC of Ukraine fixes the duty of the prosecutor to inform
individuals whose constitutional rights were temporarily limited during the
undercover investigation (search) actions, as well as the suspect, his advocate
about such restrictions. Such persons must be informed in written form by the
prosecutor or investigator on prosecutor’s order.
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During the pre-trial investigation interference in private communication can
be applied on certain grounds. If the prosecutor intends to use at court hearing
information obtained as a result of interference in private communication or some
fragment of it as evidence, he is obliged to ensure the safety of all the information
or instruct the investigator to ensure the safety (art. 259 of the CPC of Ukraine).
Prosecutor’s orders shall be mentioned during disclosure of the criminal
proceedings records to the other party. Having recognized collected during the
preliminary investigation evidences as sufficient for drawing up an indictment, a
motion on application of

compulsory measures of medical or educational

treatment, prosecutor or investigator on prosecutor’s order shall inform the suspect,
his advocate, legal representative and defender of the person who is expected to be
subjected to compulsory measures of medical or educational treatment on the
completion of the preliminary investigation and provide access to the pre-trial
investigation records (part 1 art. 290 of the CPC of Ukraine). Prosecutor or
investigator on prosecutor’s order must provide access to the pre-trial investigation
records that are at his disposal.
Victim shall be informed on the opening of the criminal proceedings. This
notification shall be also carried out by the prosecutor or investigator on
prosecutor’s order (p. 7 art. 290 of the CPC of Ukraine).
In all the above cases some powers belong to the prosecutor, but he can
entrust its implementation to the investigator. CPC of Ukraine does not provide for
the investigator's duty to carry out the following actions independently or
opportunity to conduct them on his own initiative.
Thus we can formulate the definition of the order. The written order of the
prosecutor - is written document in the form of regulations, in which the prosecutor
imposes on the investigator, head of the pretrial investigation body, operative units
the duty (and thereby entitles) to conduct certain investigative (detective) actions,
undercover investigative (detective) actions and other procedural actions.
The principal difference between the instructions and the orders is that
actions, fixed in the prosecutor’s orders to the investigator can be carried out by the

investigator even without prosecutor’s orders. For example, the investigator may
on its own initiative for the achievement of the objectives of the criminal
proceedings examine witnesses, suspect, recognize person as a victim of a crime if
necessary grounds exist. Prosecutor’s instructions in this case are only striking
manifestation of leadership, direction and proper organization of the investigator to
insure quick, full and impartial investigation. Meanwhile the prosecutor by his
order assigns to investigator certain acts which he is authorized to carry out
independently, but considers it necessary that such actions be carried by
investigator. The reasons for this vary, the main is the busyness of the prosecutor.
One could also say that the prosecutor issues instructions in cases when criminal
proceedings are conducted by investigator and orders when he conducts criminal
proceedings himself. But as of today CPC of Ukraine does not entitle procedural
manager for personal inquiry of a criminal offense in full, the prosecutor cannot
himself conduct the proceedings, he only leads it.
It is necessary to characterize separately the powers of the prosecutor to
entrust

carrying

of

investigative

(detective) operations and undercover

investigative (detective) actions to the operative units. Prosecutor gives to
operative units only orders, written instructions to these units are not given.
In accordance with art. of the 41 CPC of Ukraine, prosecutor, by his written order
can oblige operative units to conduct any investigative (detective) actions and
undercover investigative (detective) actions in criminal proceedings. During the
fulfillment of prosecutor’s orders employee of operative unit gets new procedural
status - investigator. This status is endowed to employee of operative unit only for
the time of the relevant investigative (detective) activity or tacit investigative
(detective) actions. Employees of operative units have the right to fulfill procedural
actions in the criminal proceedings on their own initiative or to apply with the
motion to the investigating judge or prosecutor.
In Poland, prosecutor exercising supervision over pre-trial investigation, is
authorized to issue regulations, resolutions or orders (p. 4 § 3 art. 326 of CPC of

Poland). It is believed that this power gives the prosecutor the possibility of
unlimited influence on the course and direction of the pre-trial investigation10.
Prosecutor's regulations at pre-trial investigation fixes one of the key
procedural decisions. In particular, the prosecutor issues a decision in case of
beginning of investigation, refusal in its beginning, termination of the
investigation, notification on suspicion, appropriation of examination, search
conduct, imposition of collateral security.
As for the resolutions of the prosecutor, as noted in the literature,
prosecutor's management, which consists in determining the directions of the
investigation and issuing resolutions on this issues, is realized in two forms:
instructions and consultations11[11,p.730].
Art. 14 of the Law of Poland "On Police" fixes police duty to perform the
prosecutor’s orders within the limits prescribed by law. This limit is set in art. 15
of the CPC of Poland, which states that the prosecutor as the leading procedural
body over the police has the power to issue binding instructions to the police, but
this subordination of the police to the prosecutor is purely procedural in nature, not
administrative. The order is one of the procedural tools of the prosecutor
supervision over pre-trial investigation.
The order is the proceedings of another kind rather than regulations and
resolutions, they are binding just for dependant bodies12. The orders do not entail
legal consequences for other participants of the process, and shall be executed only
by the bodies to which are addressed. CPC of Poland does not specify in what form
the orders should be issued. Given their mandatory nature, orders must be issued in
writing.
Prosecutor’s Orders may be issued in cases prescribed by law. The law, on
the one hand fixes a general authority to issue orders (p. 4 § 3 art. 326 of the CCP
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of Poland). This authority belongs to the prosecutor who performs supervision. On
the other hand, Code envisages orders issue in specific cases (e.g. § 1 art. 220 of
the CPC of Poland as for prosecutor’s order to conduct a search)13.
4. Cancellation of illegal or ungrounded regulations of subordinate
prosecutor and investigator.
The prosecutor’s right to revoke unlawful and ungrounded regulations of the
investigators is an important power of the prosecutor, which aims to eliminate
violations of the law (cl. 7 p. 2 article 36 of the CPC of Ukraine). This power is
very essential in view of the fact that it, perhaps like no other, defines the essence
of all the leading prosecutor role in the pre-trial investigation.
The prosecutor has the right to cancel the unlawful and unjustified
regulations of the investigator. This power derives from the principle of unity and
centralization of the organization and operation of prosecution bodies. Providing
supervision over the implementation of laws by bodies which conduct pre-trial
investigation, prosecutors are guided by established institutional hierarchy of
departmental levels of prosecution bodies, investigative and inquiring bodies in the
distribution of competence on supervision objects of subordinate prosecutors.
We believe that the prosecutor should issue a regulation on the abolition of
the resolution of the investigator, which shall comply with the general rules set out
in the art.110.of the CPC of Ukraine The regulation on cancellation must certainly
specify the reasons for the cancellation, and should also indicate ways to eliminate
committed violations.
In the context of the aforementioned powers of the prosecutor is noteworthy
to mention his power to cancel investigator’s regulation on termination of criminal
proceeding. According to p. 5 art.284 of the CPC of Ukraine the prosecutor is
entitled to cancel regulation due to illegitimacy or unreasonableness within twenty
days after receiving the copy of the regulation. Investigator’s regulation on
termination of criminal proceeding can also be cancelled upon the complaint of the
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applicant, the victim, if such complaint is handled within ten days after receipt
copy of regulation by applicant, victim.
According to p. 6.2 of the Order №4 of the Prosecutor General’s Office of
Ukraine, prosecutors should immediately cancel illegal regulations of the
investigators on termination of criminal proceeding14. In our opinion, prosecutors
should always comply with this provision of departmental order. Procedural
manager has not only the right to cancel the illegal investigator’s regulations on
termination of criminal proceeding, it is his direct duty. Besides, the prosecutor
should not wait for a complaint from the applicant or victim, and should make the
relevant decision in the case of illegality of investigator’s regulation.
In Poland, the prosecutor has the right to change or repeal resolutions and
regulations issued by the person who carries out the investigation (§ 3 art. 326 of
the CPC of Poland). This powers is also aimed on elimination of law violations.
5. Initiation of investigators eradication from further conduct of pretrial
investigation if they committed violations the law during the investigation of the
case. The prosecutor, who oversees procedural activity, has the right to eradicate
investigator from further investigation if he violated criminal procedural law. The
violations of law which can be grounds for eradication, shall be determined by the
prosecutor in each specific case, depending on the specific circumstances of the
case and the nature of the violation. In addition, the prosecutor eradicates the
person in case of his challenge or rejection. Considering the relevant request, the
prosecutor must carefully check its motives.
While the grounds for investigator challenge are settled in the CPC of
Ukraine, the inefficient preliminary investigation carried out by the investigator,
shall be determined by the prosecutor in each specific case. The prosecutor must
take into account the specific circumstances of the case, acts of the investigator,
nature of violations and gaps, committed by investigator, effectiveness of
realization of the prosecutor’s orders by the investigator.
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In the literature it is indicated that eradication of the investigator is a
procedural sanction, which is used for: 1) violations of the law, committing of a
serious professional crime that constitutes procedural violation that prevents
further participation of investigator in the investigation; 2) omission, delay of
investigation; 3) unjustified change of the preventive measure against the suspect15.
Deprivation of prosecutor of the right to eradicate independently the
investigator from pre-trial investigation has undoubtedly negative effect on the
efficiency of the implementation of prosecutor’s function of procedural
management of pre-trial investigation. But we still consider that the eradication of
the investigator from conduct of pre-trial investigation should be the prerogative of
the head of the body of pre-trial investigation. This is element of administrative
management, not procedural. The investigator, who shall carry out investigation, is
appointed by the head of the pre-trial investigation body, and if necessary, he
should be eradicated from this duty by the same person.
Under the legislation of Poland the prosecutor can initiate an official inquiry
regarding the investigator. Prosecutor’s decisions, issued during pre-trial
investigation are mandatory for those to whom they are addressed. In case of nonfulfillment of resolutions, regulations or orders, issued by the prosecutor
overseeing pre-trial investigation, the prosecutor initiates an official inquiry. This
official inquiry shall be pursued by the official person, superior over who has not
fulfilled the request of the prosecutor and this official person shall report the results
of the inquiry to the prosecutor.
5. Changes to the indictment or motions, drawn up by the investigator,
independent drawing of indictment.
The indictment is a procedural decision in which the prosecutor brings
charges in committing criminal offense and completes pre-trial investigation.
In the previous section we considered such power of the prosecutor as approval or
refusal of approval of the indictment, motions on the use of compulsory measures
15
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of medical or educational treatment, which aims at detection of law violations. In
p.13 cl. 2 art.36 of the CPC of Ukraine is also fixed that the prosecutor is
authorized to amend the indictment drawn up by the investigator or the
aforementioned motions, as well as independently draw indictment or specified
motions. In our opinion, this prosecutor’s right is directed to elimination of law
violations which he found. The indictment can be drawn up by the prosecutor,
especially if he does not agree with the indictment, which was drawn up by
investigator.
Changes to the indictment drawn up by investigator, motions on the use of
compulsory measures of medical or educational treatment, independent drawing up
of the indictment, are in fact the concluding power of the prosecutor at pre-trial
investigation aimed at violations of law elimination. Therefore, the prosecutor shall
approach this issue with all the carefulness in order to prevent the accusal of
innocent person.
Summarizing the aforesaid, we can conclude that the Criminal Procedural
Code grants rather wide range of powers to the prosecutor in the sphere of reaction
to the violations of law by the pre-trial investigation bodies. Criminal procedural
legislation of Ukraine and Poland stipulates a number of similar powers of the
prosecutor, but it is worth noting that the CPC Ukraine does not regulate in detail
the implementation of his powers by the prosecutor compared the CPC of Poland.
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The article deals with the analysis of the Realization of the prosecutors
power’s in pre-trial investigation in criminal proceedings of Ukraine and Poland.
Legal regulation of this institute in criminal procedural law of Ukraine and
Poland is studied. Functions of the prosecutor and prosecutor’s documents have
been researched. Conclusions have been made as for comparison of legal institutes,
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